Mission of "Termometal" d.o.o. Ada is to produce such dedicated machines, assemblies and components,
which encourage the success of the automotive and other industrial branches.
Starting from the fact that quality creates the future and is held through elements of the organization's
global business,

INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM POLICY
OF "TERMOMETAL" d.o.o. Ada
is based on the following basic principles:
* continuous review and adherence to the integrated system management and improvement of its
effectiveness and efficiency to constant progress of the organization with responsible responsibility for the
same by the management of all levels, as well as all employees,
* recognition, satisfaction and constant checking of needs, requirements and expectations of users, with
full commitment to ensure and constantly improve reliable quality products and services,
* precise products, assemblies, as well as agricultural implements and spare parts produced within the
deadline, correctly (in first-class quality), controlled and delivered based on the needs of users, and which
greatly contribute to the success of our partners - the principle of the value of the final product,
* establishment and cultivation of quality partnerships with suppliers and all business partner
organizations in order to achieve common interests,
* preserving and developing the achieved position and recognizable business image of the organization in
the market and in the social environment,
* preservation of our reputation with a full compliance with contracted and other accepted obligations, as
well as through market presence of products and services with reliable and guaranteed quality,
* business activity with constant adherence to all regulations of applicable legal regulations, domestic and
international standards,
* continuous renovation of modern equipment and all other elements of infrastructure, as well as constant
monitoring and improvement of working conditions and a healthy work environment, as well as feelings of
mutual respect and trust, for the benefit of all employees,
* consciously and thoroughly prepared planning in all processes of organization by permanent monitoring
of achieving these plans and by constant improvement of methods and ways to implement plans, with cost
optimization,
* environmental protection in accordance with the regulations of applicable legal regulations, control and
monitoring of environmental aspects, activities to reduce environmental pollution and the savings of
natural resources,
* adherence to the rules and requirements of safety and health at work in accordance with the regulations
of applicable legal regulations, internal regulations and proven practices of good working of the
organization,
* permanent specialization of employees in work, as well as making them understand the importance of
quality systems, environmental protection and health and safety at work - through their target oriented
education,
* securing efficient motivation and stimulation of employees based on achieved effects and performance
success.
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